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The North Polar lee Cap of Mars as a
Steady-State System
By W. F. Budd, D. Jenssen, J. H. 1. Leaeh, 1. N. Smith and U. Radok*
Summary: Tbc north polar ice cap of Mars is examined with a technique, developed for the ice sheets of Aruarctica aud Greenland. which
rests on the working hypothesis that the mass gain by accumulation on the central part of the ice cap exactly equals thc mass loss by ablation
from the outer "layered terrain". The movement of the ice is represented by alinear function of the ice thickncss which involves in addition
the third power of the slowly varying downslope stress and a factor exponentially dependent on the surface temperature. Thc steady-state as-
sumption then yields the rates of mass gain and loss as the twodimensional divergence of the down-slope mass flux, while the age of the ice is
obtained by integration of the velocities along ice flowlines. Since the technique depends on an extrapolation-type estfrnate of the thickness
of the ice-dust deposit, only broad orders of magnitudes of the varlous features have been obtained at this stage. The inferred movement of
the ice reaches maxima of 50 cm horizontally and 2 cm vertically in an earth year , bur average values are two orders rnagnitude smaller. The
total inferred mass gain and loss is of the order of 0.2 km 3 in a Mars year (l.88 earth years) suggesting that a mass equal to about 20% of the
annual atmospheric turnover of water substance, as estimated by JAKOSKY & FARMER (1982), moves through the ice cap over periods
rauging from 1 to 100 rnillion (earth) years. These numbers also represent orders of magnitude, at best, since the glaiological analysis invol-
ves many unknowns. It can however serve as the starting point for sirnulating the ice cap changes tha could result frorn the obliquity cycle of
Mars, and especially from the substantially greater insolation of its polar regions associated with an obliquity 10 0 larger than that existing at
present.
Zusammenfassung: Die Eiskappe am Nordpol des Mars wird mit einem Verfahren untersucht, das für die Eisschilde der Antarktis und
Grönlands entwickelt wurde und auf der Arbeitshypothese beruht, daß der Massenzuwachs durch Akkumulation im zentralen Bereich der
Eiskappe genau gleich ist dem Massenverlust durch Ablation im äußeren "geschichteten" Bereich. Die Bewegung des Eises wird durch eine
lineare Funktion der Eisdicke dargestellt, wobei zusätzlich die dritte Potenz der langsam wechselnden, abwärts gerichteten Spannung sowie
ein Faktor, der exponentiell von der Oberflächentemperatur abhängt, berücksichtigt werden. Die Annahme eines stationären Zustands lie-
fert dann die Massengewinn- und -verlustraten als zweidimensionale Divergenz des abwärts gerichteten Massenflusses, während sich das Al-
ter des Eises durch Integration der Geschwindigkeiten entlang der Eis-Stromlinien ergibt. Da das Verfahren von einer extrapolationsähnli-
ehen Abschätzung der Dicke der Eisstaubablagerungen abhängt, konnten in diesem Stadium nur grobe Größenordnungen der verschiedenen
Erscheinungen bestimmt werden. Die berechnete Eisbewegung erreicht Maxima von 50 cm horizontal und 2 cm vertikal in einem Erdjahr.
doch liegen die Mittelwerte zwei Größenordnungen niedriger. Der sich ergebende Gesamt-Massengewinn und -verlust liegt bei 0.2 km 3 pro
Marsjahr (1,88 Erdjahre), dies bedeutet, daß sich eine Masse von etwa 20070 des jährlichen atmosphärischen Wasserumsatzes gemäß der Ab M
schätzung durch JAKOSKY & FARMER (1982) in Perioden zwischen 1 und 100 Millionen Erdjahren durch die Eiskappe bewegt. Auch diese
Zahlen sind bestenfalls nur Größenordnungen, da die glaziologische Analyse viele Unbekannte enthält. Die Untersuchung kann jedoch als
Ausgangspunkt für eine Simulation der Schwankungen der Eiskappe dienen, die sich aus dem Zyklus der Achsschiefe des Marses ergeben,
besonders aus der wesentlich höheren Sonneneinstrahlung auf die Polgebiete des Planeten bei einer um 10 0 größeren Achsschiefe als der ge-
genwärtigen.
1. INTRODUCflON
The Mariner and Viking missions to the planet Mars have established that the larger of the two ice caps,
loeated near the north pole and ranging in size between the terrestrial iee sheets of Greenland or West
Antarctica and the Vatnajekul ice eap in Iceland, is made up of water iee with an admixture of dust, al-
ternating in distinct layers. Gravimetrie data suggest that the total deposit mayamount to 6xI06km3 or
more and that its mean density is around 1 gm cm ? (MALIN, 1986). Various models proposed for the
formation of the layers have been reviewed by POLLACK & TOON (1982); the low density seems to fa-
vor that of TOON et al. (1980) whieh sees the dust, representing 5070 of the total mass, as beeoming con-
eentrated in thin layers between mueh thieker layers of clean iee. The layers are believed to originate from
contrasring climatie epochs produeed by ehanges in the orbital parameters of Mars (CUTTS & LEWIS,
1(82), notably a eoupled obliquity-eeeentrieity oseillation with periods of 105 and 1.3xI06 earth yearsta)
(WARD, 1974). •. :
The layering is believed to hold the most important clues to the nature of the ice eap and has been intensively
liludied in high-resolution images of ablation troughs loeated in its peripheral zone (HOWARD et al., 1982;
BLASIUS et al. , 1982). These troughs are believed to be ereated primarily by radiation although
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other factors such as katabatic winds can also play local roles (HOWARD et al., 1982: 204). The possibi-
lity of ice flow, on the other hand, has been described as less likely by these authors (HOWARD et al.,
1982: 213), who contended that the temperatures are too cold at present to permit flow, and that there is
no evidence of crevasses or basal scour features or thinning of layers.
Against this it can be argued that the resolution of layers is imperfect and that the majority of them could
be considerably thinner than the resolvable 14-m threshold (BLASIUS et al., 1982: 159); nor would cre-
vasses or scour features be prominent in areas of pronounced ablation and stagnation. Features created
by ice flow would be expected to be most prominent in the transition zone between the central unbroken
area of the ice cap and its periphery. It is then interesting that in these areas smooth surface undulations
with wave lengths of 2 to 10 km have been noted (cf. e. g. Fig, 8 of HOWARD et al., 1982). Such waves
are common on terrestrial ice sheets and have been explained by BUDD (1970) as created by ice flow over
irregular terrain, accentuating surface wave lengths equal to several times the ice thickness. Finally, the
temperatures relevant for ice flow are those deep in the deposit which presumably have been raised weil
above those of higher layers by the "areothermal" heat flux from the interior of the planet.
We therefore in this paper investigate whether the north polar iee cap of Mars eould behave in a manner
similar to that of a medium-sized terrestrial ice sheet, after allowing for planetary differenees. A partieu-
larly interesting possibility is that this rnight also throw some light on the size of the iee cap and the relati-
ve proportions of its major components - the unbroken white interior and the dissected darker periphe-
ral region. As it happens, Mars at present is at a midway stage of the coupled obliquity and eecentrieity
oscillations. The present size and shape of the north polar iee sheet could therefore approximate a long-
term average or nearly steady-state regime.
This working hypothesis suggests the following analysis strategy: Starting from the best available surface
elevation patterns the basal topography of the ice cap is inferred from its surfaee shape and from that of
the surrounding ice-free terrain. lce flowlines are then constructed perpendieular to the surface elevation
contours, and ice flow velocities are calculated with a temperature-dependent relation for the deforma-
tion of ice under its own weight, derived from laboratory experiments on ice with and without dust inclu-
sions and from measurements on terrestrial glaciers and ice sheets. These velocities make it possible to
estimate the distribution and magnitude of the surface mass balance (accumulation and ablation rates)
that will keep the ice cap in precisely its present form. The mass balance then defines the vertical velocities
in the ice, and both the age and residence time of the ice in different parts of the ice cap.
Building on these time-independent results we finally discuss the possibility of reconstrueting ice sheets
that might have existed on Mars at opposite extremes of the 105 ka obliquity cycle and given rise to the ex-
tensive "layered terrain" (DZURISIN & BLASIUS, 1975) believed to form the present iee cap.
2. A MODELLING STRATEGY
The assumption that an ice cap is in astate of zero net mass balance ("balance") reduees the equation of
continuity to the form
V'(VbZ) = A-M (1)
Here Z is the ice thickness (difference between the surface elevation E and bedrock'elevation B), Vb is a
vertically averaged ice velocity, Ais the rate of accumulation (A > 0) or ablation (A < 0), and M is the
rate of basal melt (negative for accretion). For terrestrial ice sheets the information existing for Z and A
permits equation (I) to be solved for Vb' the "balance velocity" (see. e. g. BUDD et al., 1970) by assu-
ming in the first place that M is negligible; this needs to be confirmed by thermodynamic calculations.
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On earth the basic assumption 01' balance can then be tested by comparing Vb with observed velocities or
with a "dynamie" velo city derived from the flow law 01' ice,
\1= blZ (2)
Here Tb is the downslope or basal shear stress, given by Tb Q g Z o , where Q is the iee density (910 kg
m- 3), g is the acceleration 01' gravity (9.81 m sec -2on earth, 3.72 m sec -2on Mars), and o is the magnitude
of the surface slope, I \7 E I. Sinee the slope and the ice thickness vary in opposition to one another, Tb is
a slowly changing quantity. The faetor k depends primarily on ternperature and has the form k =
exp (a T-b) where the values 01' the eonstants a and b depend somewhat on the crystal strueture of the
ice, its eontent 01' impurities, ete. T is a representative temperature for the lower iee layers whieh undergo
the main shear. For terrestriaJ iee sheets it has been ealculated by intcgrating the equation 01' temperature
eonduetion
QT + V IT _ w IT = x 02T
ot ox OZ oz2
(3)
This involves in addition to the thermal diffusivity (x = K(qlt1 where K ist the eonductivity and e the heat
capacity of the ice), the heat adveetion both along the iee flowline [V °r] and along the vertical l- oJz] .
However, when V and ware smalI, as in the case 01' Mars, (3) reduces to the simple steady-state form
(3')
wh ich has the solution
T = Ts + -rZ
where -r is the thermal gradient ereated by the upward heat flux frorn the interior 01' the planet, and T, is
the temperature in the surfaee layer below the depth 01' appreeiable annual variations (approximately 10
m).
For the north polar iee cap 01' Mars, only E and 1'., are known, albeit imperfeetly, from the Mariner and
Viking measurements. The modeling strategy that will be adopted here eonsists 01' inferring first 01' all the
ice thickness Z = E - B from the measurements 01' E and from a hypothetieal bedroek topography B,
constructed as a smooth continuation 01' the ice-free topography surrounding the ice eap below its inter-
ior. The base stress Tb can then be ealculated, and together with the representative temperature T (further
discussed in section 6) leads to estirnates for the dynamic velocity V ~ Vb' Finally equation (I) is solved
Ior the total mass balance A-M = \7·(VZ). M in the first place can be assumed to be negJigible; acheck
01' this assumption is made in seetion 6.
Ta eomplete the deseription 01' the iee eap, the total mass flux is obtained as the integral of A over the ae-
cumulation area, or alternatively as the integral of VZ along the boundary between the accumulation and
ublation areas. The vertieal and horizontal displacements of an ice particle define its trajeetory through a
llowline cross seetion of the iee eap. Using the subseript x far values at position x along a flowline, the
pUr! ieIe position x " z' in the iee eap at time t .after its deposition on the surface is given by
t
z' = J A
x
Zx - Z dt and x '
o Zx









Fig. I: Surface elevation contours (km) 01'rhe north polar region 01'Mars (DZURISIN & BLASIUS, 1975) superimposed on USOS Map I-
961.
Abb. I: I km-Höhenlinien der Oberfläche der nördlichen Polarregion des Mars, überlagert der USOS-Karle 1-961(DZURISIN & BLASIUS
1975).
The "residence time" remaining for the ice at any point in the ice cap is found by deducting its age at x ',
z' from the age t f of the trajectory end point in the ablation zone:
IC
R = tf-t = ldx/Vx
I
(6)
The cornputational details are set out in the appendix; thermodynamic aspects are discussed in section 6.
3. BASIC DATA
A first photogrammetric rnodel of the north polar ice cap of Mars was constructed from Mariner data by
DZURISIN & BLASIUS (1975) and is shown in Fig, 1 superimposed on part of map # 1-961 of the U. S.
Geological Survey. Pending the completion of a more precise recalculation with the Viking data (SHER·
MAN WU, pers. communication) these elevation contours were digitized as one of two basic data sets for
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Fig. 2: Surface elevation (km) conrours
(DZURISIN & BLASIUS. 1975.hcavy Iines)
and surface isotherrns ('K. KIEFFER er al.,
1977, thin lines).
Abb.2: 1 krn-Höhenlinien der Obernüehe
(DZURISIN & BLASIUS 1975, dicke Li-
nien) und Isothermen an der Oberfläche
(" K, KIEFFER er al. 1977, dünne Linien),
the present study. It is interesting that the height differenee between the iee eap summits and the surroun-
ding terrain is similar to that between the top 01'the Antaretie iee sheet and the bed 01' the surrounding
oeean.
The other da ta are surfaee temperatures derived by KIEFFER et al. (1977) for one oeeasion and für a seg-
ment 01'the ice eap from Viking measurements during the northern summer (Fig. 2). Bands 01' rapid tern-
perature changes are indieated near the edge 01' the ice cap where the elevation also is highly variable.
Over its interior, surfaee temperatures vary from -70 to -50 0 C in summer, as compared with simulta-
neous winter temperatures around -130 0 Cover the southern ice eap. For the model calculations annual
mcan ternperatures are needed; they ean therefore be assumed to range from around _100 0 C on the hig-
hes: parts 01' the northern ice eap to around -60 0 C at levels up to 8 km lower near its borders.
Although the surfaee albedo dominates the surfaee temperatures in summer, the detailed pattern 01'the
unnual mean surfaee layer temperature probably depends mainly on elevation, as is the case for the terre-
NI rlal ice sheets. The rate 01' vertical temperature change along terrestrial iee cap surfaces ("topographical
Inpiit: rate") has been diseussed by JENSSEN & RADOK (1982); it approximates the dry adiabatie value
I' s/c, where c, is the specific heat for constant pressure. In the case 01'Mars, this has the value 0.83 J
lI't!< "I for CO 2, (cf. e. g. GOODY & WALKER, 1972, Tab. 3.2) giving r = 4.5 0 K krrr", The total tem-
tWill! ure change near the edge 01' the ice cap in Fig. 2 can be seen to be 01' the order 01'20 0 K, compatible
wllh clevation changes 01' the order 01' 4 km, whereas in the free lower troposphere 01'Mars the tempera-
Im(~ hus been found to decrease on the average at the rate 01'2.5 0 C/km (KONDRATYEV & HUNT,
iIlH2), These nurnbers provide a elose analogy to those found on earth (adiabatic lapse rate 10° C/krn,
nWllil lnpse rate 5.5 0 CIkm) and suggest that similar dynamic and thermodynamic processes involving
IH>lh the local heat balance and advection may be at work over the polar ice sheets 01' both planets. For
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Fig. 3: Surface elevation (km) contours (redrawn from a digitization of the contours in Fig. I) of the north polar ice cap, and orthogonal ice
flowlines, The heavy line marks the cross secnon of Figs. 11 arid 12.
Abb. 3: 1 km-Höhenlinien der Oberfläche (rekonstruiert aus einer Digitalisierung der Höhenlinien in Abb. I) der Eiskappe am Nordpol und
orthogonale Eis-Stromlinien. Die verstärkte Linie kennzeichnet das Querprofil der Abb. 11 und 12.
the present purpose the annual mean surface layer temperature therefore should be representable in first
approximation as a single linear function of the surface elevation.
4. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ICE CAP
4.1 Basic Variables
The main features of the ice cap surface topography, as reconstituted from the digitization of Fig. 1, are
two domes denoted by A and S, rising 3.6 km over the surrounding ice-free terrain (Fig. 3). The ice flow
on scales exceeding several times the ice thickness can be assumed as outward and orthogonal to the sur-
face elevation contours. Such ice flowlines are indicated in Fig , 3, where the heavy line marks the cross
section to be discussed in detail below (section 5).
By inference from terrestrial analogues, the surface domes should reflect the existence of similar and mo-
re pronounced features in the bedrock topography. This was taken into account in the construction of










Fig. 4: Cross secuons through the lce cap,
used to construct the bedrück topography by
interpolation from the surrounding lce-frec
terrain.
Abb. 4: Querprofile durch die Eiskappe zur
Konstruktion des Untergrundreliefs durch
Interpolation aus dem eisfreien Gelände der
Umgebung.
topography composed of such cross seetions is shown in Fig. 5, and its subtraction from the elevations in
Fig. 3 has yielded the isopleths of ice thickness (Fig. 6). Since the iee thickness is a key parameter in the ice
flow relationship (2) it is essential to provide independent arguments supporting the view that the thick-
ness values in Fig. 6 could have the right order of magnitude.
One such argument can be based on the horizontal extent of the ice cap. The maximum thickness of an
isostatically adjusted ice sheet of half-width L with plastic rheology, aecording to WEERTMAN (1976),
is h = (I 27Qg)112 u n . Here 7 is the yield stress (10 5 Pa, say, for Martian temperatures), Q is the density of
ice (910 kg nr"), and g = 3.7 m sec? is the acceleration of gravity on Mars. For L = 500 km this gives a
maximum thickness of 4 km. A slightly smaller but comparable value has been found by KRASS (1985)
for a model with visco-plastic rheology (KRASS, 1983),
A further feature supporting a maximum ice thickness of that order of magnitude is the surface undula-
ilons on the ice cap which have been described by CUTTS et al. (1979) and HOWARD et al. (1982). The-
se undulations closely resemble those commonly found on terrestrial ice sheets, Following BUDD (1970),
nUDD & CARTER (1971) and BUDD & YOUNG (1979) have shown that the undulations are created by
Ihe flow of the ice over irregular bedrock, and that the length of the resulting surface waves tends to be of
IIH~ order of several times the ice thickness. The undulations reported by CUTTS et al. (1979) included re-
lntlvely smooth waves (cf. their Fig. 7, p. 2985) as weil as criss-cross ar ca te undulations which they called
Hll "egg-carton" topography. The latter is also rather common on terrestrial glaciers and ice sheets with
divergent curved flow. The smooth Martian surface waves have lengths of the order of 8-10 km; they
Iherefore point to ice flow and to thicknesses of the order of 3-4 km as potentially responsible mecha-
nlsm, with differential ablation as 11 subsequent and increasingly important factor, as the ice stagnates in
IIH' ouier region of the ice cap. The relatively smooth surface and the complete absence of craters in the
[nterlor of the ice cap also could be an indication of thick ice which can flow and accumulate to fill in any
ItHlle Indentation.
Derived Characteristics
!'iinlncl' slopes have been obtained as vector gradients of the surface elevation, \7E. They increase out-






Fig. 5: Bedrock elevation B (km) contours inferred from the cross sections of Fig. 4 and surface f'eatures.
Abb. 5: I km-Höhenlinien des Untergrundes H,abgeleitet aus den Querprofilen der Abb. 4 und Erscheinungen an der Oberfläche.
tion with the ice thickness (Fig. 6) the slopes produce basal shear (and downslope driving) stresses r, =
geZV E as large as those found in terrestrial ice sheets, 105 Pa.
In order to translate these thicknesses and stress values into ice velocities it can be assumed that the main
ice deformation takes place in the deeper layers of the ice-dust deposit where the temperatures are some
20°C higher than at the surface (cf. section 6). Combining 7b' Z, and the temperature-dependent factor k
in the velocity relation (2) yields the quasi-horizontal "dynamic" velocity Vshown in Fig, 7. Its most pro-
minent feature is the region of fast flow down the southern dome where the calculated velocities reach ex-
treme values of the order of 50 cm a- I . Over the remainder of the ice cap more typical velocities are two
orders of magnitude smaller and drop to fractions of m a- I in the flat and thin outer regions of the ice
cap,
The velocities of Fig. 7 when rnultiplied by the ice thicknesses of Fig. 6 define the horizontal mass flux q,:
its major features are shown in Fig. 8.'The regions of maximum flux near the two domes mark the posi-
tion of the equilibrium line between the areas with net accumulation and net ablation which can be deter-
mined along each flowline and is shown by the dash-dot line in Fig. 8. The line integral of the ice cap mass
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Fig. 6: Ice thickness (Z km) isopleths obtained by subtractlng Fig. 5 from Fig. 3.
Abb. 6: Linien gleicher Eisdicke Z in km, gewonnen als Differenzen zwischen Abb. 5 und Abb. 3.
sumed, also bal an ces the total net ablation over its low outer regions, It should be remembered, however,
that a possible mass balance contribution from basal melt is disregarded here and in what folIows. The
potential errors are considered in section 6 below.
The detailed accumulation/ablation fields have been computed from the divergence of the complete set
of grid point mass flux values and are shown in Fig. 9. The maxima of net accumulation are found near
the two domes; that of the southern dome is adjacent to an area of marked net ablation. In these small
nreas of high mass balance values of the order of ±2 mm a- 1 are suggested by the model simulation. Ob-
servational support for the broad pattern of accumulation and ablation is provided by the fact that the
boundary between the accumulation and ablation areas is in good agreement with the transition from the
residual white region at the end of summer to the more dissected region of the "layered terrain" whcre
ublation tends to concentrate and reveal the dust deposited with the ice.
Wlthout basal melt the total accumulation and ablation arc found by integration to amount to 0.11
kllllll- I or 0.20 km! of ice during a Mars year. Such an average long term quasi-steady mass flux through
1111' ice cap seems not unreasonable by comparison to the amount of water transported from the summer
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Flg. 7: Isotachs (rnm a'l) of the horizontal iee velocity averaged over depth V = k(T)"Z. For explanation see text.
Abb. 7: Linien gleicher Horizontalgesehwindigkeit (mm a'l) des Eises, gemittelt Oberdie Tiefe V= k(T)"'.z. Erklärung im Text.
MER, 1982). Much of this is believed to come from sources other than the ice cap, such as the regolith.
The calculated average accumulation rate on the ice cap works out at 0.27 mm ice a- I and the ablation ra-
te at 0.09 mm a- I . These values are of the same order of magnitude as the estimates of POLLACK et al.
(1979, p. 2943) based on atmospheric measurements which suggested an average sedimentation rate of 4 x
10-2 g cm-2 a- I of a 50% dust-ice mixture, corresponding to the addition of a 0.4 mm thick layer in the po-
lar region of Mars during an earth year (see also FARMER & DOMS, 1979).
The mass balance field of Fig. 9 provides the interface between the glaciological argurnents here presen-
ted and the extensive work on Martian atmospheric processes, To complete the present glaciological ana-
lysis it remains to consider the internal characteristics of the ice cap that are implied by the computed ve-
locity and mass balance fields and by the surface temperatures.
S. THE ICE CAP INTERIOR
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.Flg. 8: Volume flux vz(mt/m a). The line _".". separates the regions with surface accumulation and surface ablation (cf. Fig. 9).
Abb. 8: Massenfluß Vz in m-/ma. Die Linie _".". trennt die Gebiete mit Akkumulation an der Oberfläche von denen mit Ablation (5. Abb.
9).
sent the vertical velocities Wo at the ice cap surface. Inside the ice the vertical velocity depends on further
ussumptions concerning the vertical strain rate E, = aw/ az. In the simplest case E, = const. and
(7)
where z is the depth below the surface. A more realistic formulation due to BUDD et aI. (1976) reduces
the vertical velocity at some level ~ = Z - z above the bed in proportion to the horizontal mass flux be-
low that level, i. e. .
(1')
wherc the overbar now denotes an average over-the height indicated by the subscript. When used in equa-
Ihm (6) for the age of the ice, equation (1') gives smaller ages than equation (7) for the surface layers and
uges for the basallayers of the ice cap. The limited data available for Mars do not warrant the di-
"tillt'Unn between (7) and (1'). The order of magnitude calculations of ages, residence times and internal
hmlperllture have therefore been carried out with (7) for the cross sections along the flowlines in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 9: Isotaehs (mm a- I ) of the vertical velocity at the iee cap surfaee. These velocities equal the divergence of the volume flux (Fig, 8) and,
in steady-state conditions, the rares of aceumulation (>0) and ablation «0).
Abb. 9: Linien gleicher Vertikalgeschwindigkeit (mm a-1) an der Oberfläche der Eiskappe. Diese Geschwindigkeiten entsprechen der Diver-
genz des Massenflusses (Abb. 8) und - bei stationärem Zustand - der Akkumulations- (>0) bzw. Ablationsrate «0).
The results can be exemplified for the cross section shown as a heavy line in Fig. 3. Its basic features are
shown in Fig, lOand sorne of its ice trajectories and age horizons in Fig. 11 where elevation and ice thick-
ness have been used as alternative vertical coordinates. Numerical values are given in Tab. I and show
that the age of the ice in the ablation zone downstream from this most active part of the ice cap is in the
range of I to lO Ma; elsewhere the ice is an order of magnitude older. Fig. 12 shows the isochrones con-
structed from the points of emergence of all the flowlines in Fig. 3 (these ages are zero inside the accurnu-
lation area, by definition). The isochrones are weil separated in the regions of maximum velocity (cf. Fig.
7) but crowd together where the ice is stagnating, especially in the grid NE corner of the ice cap. It is in
these regions, and also all around the outer reaches of the ice cap, that the ablation of the ice reveals the
deposits of dust in the "layered terrain".
6. BASAL TEMPERATURES
As discussed in seetion 3, the surface elevations can be assumed to control the surface layer annual mean

























o 2 3 4 5 6 Fig. 10:Featuresof the cross secnon along the heavy line in Fig. 3.
DISTANCE (J02 Km) Abb. 10: Charakteristiken des Querprofiles längs der verstärktenLinie in Abb. 3.
rate (whieh also includes some small latitudinal eomponent), i. e. with
T, = -80 - 5E 0 C (E in km) (8)
and are shown in Fig, 13.
The smal1 horizontal and vertieal velocities in Figs. 7 and 9 eonfirm that the linear solution (4) of the ther-
Tr ajectory # lt III tV v VI
Distance Depth age Depth Age Depth Age Depth Age Depth Age Depth Age
(km) (km) (Ma) (km) (Ma) (km) (Ma) (km) (Ma) (km) (Ma) (km) (Ma)
25 2.96 5.38
50 3.00 7.65 2.23 2.27
75 2.87 8.53 2.45 3.16 1.24 0.88
100 2.78 8.89 2.46' 3.5\ 1.54 1.24 0.6\ 0.35
150 2.39 9.19 2.\6 3.81 1.50 1.54 0.83 0.65 0.40 0.30
200 1.99 9.32 1.81 3.95 1.28 1.67 0.74 0.79 0.39 0.44 0.07 0.14
250 1.49 9.46 1.35 4.08 0.39 1.8\ 0.51 0.92 0.24 0.57
300 0.99 9.89 0.81 4.52 0.30 2.24
350 0.13 12.16
Tab. 1: Parttele trajectories and ages in a cross section through the North Polar ice cap of Mars.
Tab. 1: Teilchenbahnen und Alter in einem Querprofil durch die nordpolare Eiskappe des Mars.
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Flg, 11: Particle trajectories (dotted lines) and age horizons (Ma) in the cross seelion along the heavy line in Fig. 3.
Abb. 11: Teilchenbahnen (gepunktete Linien) und Altershorizonte (Ma) im Querprofillängs der verstärken Linie in Abb. 3.
modynamic equation (3') should be a valid approximation to the internal temperature distribution.
Rough estimates of the temperature Tb at the base of the north polar ice cap of Mars have therefore been
constructed from the surface isotherms of Fig. 13 by adding the ice thickness Z (Fig. 6) scaled with assu-
med "areothermal" gradients "ya. giving
Tb = - 80 - 5E + "YaZ




Hg. 12: Isochrones (Ma, heavy lines) of the ice ernerging in the ablation area of the ice cap Thin lines: elevation contours and flowlines.
(10)
161412108642
I, ·95° C, Tp = _2.7° C, Z = 3.5 km, e = .91 g cm", J'a = 30° krn? and L = 80 cal g-1
M = 1 mm a- I
JhlK amount has to be added in the melt regions to the previously computed surface mass balance in or-
10 maintain the ice cap in steady state. A further increase follows from the faster ice 110w implied by
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Ahb. 12: Liniengleichen Alters (Ma, verstärkte Linien) des in der Ablationszone der Kappe austretenden Eises. Dünne Linien: Höhen- und
Stromlinien.
where e is the ice density and- L the latent heat of melting. Numerically with
('111-2S- 1 giving a vertical temperature gradient J'a = iC-= 15° km ", with Kice = 6 X 10-3 cal cm -I. e- ls-1.
'lhe resulting basal temperatures are shown in Fig. 14 and are everywhere well below the pressure melting
point Tp = -0.77Z "C, When qa is doubled to equal a representative terrestrial value (1.6 !J. cal,
)'" "" 30 o/km), Fig. 15 shows that the melting point is reached in limited areas below the two domes of the
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Fig. 13: Surface temperature T. = - 80 - SE ('C) ccnstructed from Fig. 3, Large gradients have been assumed near the transition to the
flat outer region of the iee cap.
Abb. 13: Isothermen der Oberfläche T. = - 80 - SE ('C), konstruiert aus Abb. 3. Nahe dem Übergang zum flachen äußeren Gebiet der
Eiskappe werden starke Gradienten angenommen.
the higher temperatures of the lower ice layer, The algebraic argument in the appendix shows that raising
the difference between the surface temperature T. and the representative ternperature T by 10° C increa-
ses the velocity factor k in equation (2), and hence the inferred accumulation rate needed for balance, by
a factor of about 5. To these uncertainties arising from the unknown aerothermal heat flux must be ad-
ded the possible errors in the estimated surface layer temperatures and ice thicknesses, so that the thermal
patterns in Figs. 14 and 15 at best give orders of magnitude; however they suggest that unless the aero-
thermal gradient is unexpectedly large, basal melt is not a significant factor in the ice cap mass balance.
7. DISCUSSION
The basic problern here address'ed can be stated as folIows: could the north polar ice cap of Mars remain
in an almost steady state by ice flow from a central area with net mean accumulation (of the order of 11
few tenths ofmiIlimeters per year ofwater ice), to a surrounding outer area with mean net ablation of thc
same order? The broad answer is that the necessary annual mass flow would be of the order of 1 to 2 m
'

















Flg. 14: Basal temperature (T, "C) constructed from Figs. 6 (Z) and 13 (T.) with T. = T. + "I.Z and "I. = 15° C km",










The working hypo thesis that the north polar ice deposit exactly balances its mass gains by ice flow and
ablation then has made it possible here to estimate a number of physical quantities which are difficult or
impossible to measure even on terrestrial ice sheets. It should be stressed that the order of magnitude of
these estimates does not require exact balance but remains the same in the presence of the very slow chan-
ges that characterize aillarge ice masses. Even for the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets it is not yet pos-
slble 10 point to any clear deviations from steady-state balance, despite 30 years of intensive measure-
ments. The simulated features of the northern ice cap of Mars therefore are much less likely to be vitiated
bya slightly imbalanced regime than by errors in the assumptions made for basic as yet unmeasured fea-
I ures.
Thc most crucial of these features is the thickness of the ice-dust deposit. Our assumed thickness is sup-
purred by a variety of direct and indirect evidence: the trend of the ice-free terrain surrounding the ice
»tlp, the lateral extent of the ice, and the length of the surface undulations. The undulations and the ab-
sence of craters in the north polar region suggest rheological properties for the ice-dust deposit which are
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F1g. 15: Basal isotherms (T. 'Cl constructed from Figs, 6 (Z) and 13(T.) with T. = T, + 'Y.z and 'Y. = 30· C km-'. the hatched areas have
the pressure-meltlng temperature T, = - 0.77 Z oe (Z in km).
Abb. 15: Isothermen arn Untergrund I'I', 'Cl. konstruiert aus Abb. 6 (Z) und 7 (TJ mit T. = T, + 'Y.z und 'Y. = 30·Ckm-'. Dieschraffier-
ten Gebiete haben die Temperatur des Druckschmelzpunktes T, = - 0.77 Z oe (Z in km).
(HOOKE et al. , 1972, 1980; RUSSELL-HEAD & BUDO, 1979; LILE, 1984). The m?delled accumula-
tion area closely agrees in extent with that of the residual clean ice at the end of summer. Final1y calcula-
ted rates of accumulation and ablation are similar to those previously inferred by other means and impli-
citly lend credence to the calculated ice velocities.
The consistency of these results provides support for the views that the north polar ice cap of Mars indeed
has physical features resembling those orthe medium-sized terrestrial ice sheets. Its true thickness awaits
direct seismic or radar measurements; clearly a large mass of water ice would help to account for the rna-
ny morphological features suggesting floods and large bodies of water on Mars in earlier times.
8. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The order of magnitude of the ages suggested by our analysis for the deeper ice and the outer reaches of
the ice cap shows that.these must be remnants of earlier ice cap configurations which presumably were
















.'Ig, 16: Daily radiation intake (W m-'J of different latitudes during a Mars year. Bottom: Insolation for the present obliquity , = 25°,
Top: Increase in insolation for , = 35°.
Abb. 16: Tägliche Sonneneinstrahlung (W m-'J in verschiedenen geographischen Breiten während eines Marsjahres. Unten: Sonneneinstrah-
lung bei der derzeitigen Achsschiere e = 25·. Oben: Zunahme der Sonneneinstrahlung für, = 35·,
de extent of the layered terrain on the Martian surface and could be reconstructed with a time-dependent
ice sheet model similar to that used by BUDD & SMITH (1981, 1987) to simulate the North American ice
sheets of the past 500,000 years, This could require coupling the ice flow model to an energy balance mo-
del which can simulate the range of Martian climates resulting from the orbitaIly varying radiation regi-
nies of Mars, These regimes are represented in Fig. 16 by the current daily radiation intake and by the
changes corresponding to a 10° increase in obliquity from 25° to 35 o. At the high obliquity stage the
north polar region in midsummer receives 700/0 more radiation than at present, and the south polar re-
Illon alrnost twice as much as now, while only a narrow latitude band in the winter hemisphere is receiving
I~lili. The implication is that from the present large deposit of north polar ice (here estimated as 106km3)a
I"filemelt pool could have been, created under the ice by the warmer climate of the past, In transition pe-
Iludli "Jekulaup't-type flood outbursts could have happened, explaining the apparent flood terrain des-
erlbed by BAKER (1982).
~l\lch lnferences clearly stretch the available data to or beyond their limits. The model results here presen-
l(ill esn however serve as a starting point and as pointers to firmer conclusions that will become possible
llli furt her Viking observations are evaluated and new observations flow from future missions to Mars.
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APPENDIX: Determination of the Mars Velocity and Mass Balance
The continuity equation along a flowline, in the absence of basal melt, is
3Z + V'(VZ) = A
ot
where V is the vector flowline velocity, Z is ice thickness, and A is accumulation. For steady state
oZiot = 0 and A = V .(VZ)
or
A = 3(uZ) + 3(vZ)
3x 3y (I)
where u and v are the components of the velocity in the x and y direction. It is assumed that the flow is
down the gradient of elevation, E. so
u = - (V/a) ~{jy
v = - (V/a) ~{jy
where a, the surface slope, is
Now define ß as
so that equation (I) becomes:
a = [(OE/OX)2 + (OE/oy)2] 1/2
ß = - VZia.
A = .!.....(ß{jE\ + .!.....(ß ÖE\{jx {j;) {jy {jyl
(2)
(3)
This equation gives the mass balance at any point from the known or computed values of velocity (V), ice
thickness (Z) and surface slope (a), found from E by equation (2).
The velocity is given by apower flow relation:
V = k (egaZ)3Z
where k (units of bar ? yr-l) is:
k = 0.01 lO(Ts+20)/IS = exp. [0.1535056 (T,-IO)]
where T, is the surface temperature.
Since, for elevation E in km, T, "" -80-5E, k becomes
k = exp [-13.815504 - 0.76753283E + yZ]
Also, for Z in km,
egaZ = 918 x 3.73 x (I000Z)a x 10-5* = 34.2414 aZ bar. Hence
V = 4.0147133 X 107 a3Z 4 exp [-13.815504 - 0.765282;E)
where Z and E are in km. Finally, ~hen
ß = - 4.014733 X 107 a3 Z5 exp [-13.815504-0.765283E)
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